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Anthony Smith Has UFC Middleweight Matt Brown On Lockdown Josh “Money” Tillman will get one more fight
before he fights Anderson Silva. Former UFC light heavyweight champion Jon Jones has a fight booked against

former WSOF champion Anthony Smith at UFC 232, and what seems to be a main event is beginning to take shape.
According to multiple reports, former middleweight and welterweight champion Anderson Silva will face off with

Jorge Masvidal in the co-main event. Conor McGregor vs. Khabib Nurmagomedov will serve as the main event, and
you can add UFC veteran Matt Brown to the list of scheduled fights. According to sources close to the situation,

Brown is the current No. 1 middleweight contender. Brown is one of four middleweights scheduled to make their way
to Las Vegas next month. So far, Demetrious Johnson vs. Wilson Reis has been agreed to for the co-main event, and

Ramael “Blessed” Perez and Darren Till are scheduled for the prelims.Q: Clojure Seeding Random Number Generator
Across Threads I'm seeding a random number generator using this MWE: (let [seed (atom 0)] (defn randomize-

number [seed] (js/Math.random seed))) If I put this in a defonce, it gets initialized once and shared across all instances
of the library: (defonce ^:dynamic seed (randomize-number)) (time (randomize-number seed)) => 0.8372933276442

When I put it in an anonymous thread function, the values don't have that initial value: (time (-> (rand-nth (.get
^java.util.Random (java.util.Arrays. (:enumerableAllGen :uniform)))) (.nextDouble) (randomize-number)))) =>

0.9184821730297 Any ideas why? Note: I'm using Clojure 1.8 A: The primitive java.util.Random is not thread-safe,
and Clojure itself assumes that your code probably won't be parallel. You can access and use
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